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IMPACT THAN 
    WHAT YOU SAY.

WHAT YOU 
DO HAS FAR Greater

‘The Vice-Chancellors’ is an exciting feature in the May issue 
of CSI Matter magazine in which the principals of our top 
universities weigh in on the future of tertiary education – and 
by extension, all education. 

Leading in the aLeading in the arts, humanities, commerce and sciences, 
these universities have adeptly switched to a blended 
face-to-face and online learning model that is likely to 
become the norm in education – at least in tertiary, if not 
secondary institutions. The switch calls for a whole new 
pedagogy and approach, and will usher in widespread 
changes to the way we think and do education generally. 

1.1. What insights do our top vice-chancellors bring? 
2. What can we as CSI learn from our most innovative and  
     advanced institutions about supporting education? 

Our Vice-Chancellor feature gives CSI South Africa an 
opportunity to understand what leading minds are thinking 
and saying about education of the future now.
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ABOUT THE VICE-CHANCELLORS 



DEPENDS ON WHAT 
  WE DO IN THE PRESENT.

THE Future
WHY SHOULD I PARTICIPATE? 

I am sure we can all agree that the way in which we do business 
and consume content has changed drastically in the last few 
years and now those changes have been exacerbated by 
Covid-19. These changes have implications for education – and 
for the stakeholders who design and implement educational 
support services. Best practice in CSI has changed and will 
continue to do so, and we need to keep up.

DoDon’t miss the opportunity to be part of the May issue of CSI Matter. 

1. Position your company or NGO alongside the country’s     
  leading principals, and 
2. Reap the benefits of the broad and engaged readership   
  that this issue will attract. 

‘The Vice-Chancellors’ will stimulate debate and shape opinions ‘The Vice-Chancellors’ will stimulate debate and shape opinions 
in education and in CSI; by showcasing your voice and thinking 
alongside theirs, you position your organisation as a leader in 
social development. This is an opportunity not to be missed.
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IS ONE WHO KNOWS THE WAY 
  GOES THE WAY & SHOWS THE WAY.

ALeader
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1. Naming rights
2. CEO or CSI Manager foreword
3. Plus 12 pages
4. Logo branding on each page
5. 1 - 3 minute video of your CEO or CSI division
6. 12 flights on CSRNEWSSA
7. Social Media blasts 7. Social Media blasts to industry

MAGAZINE HEADLINE SPONSOR MAGAZINE PAGES

Single page: ZAR 29 980
DPS: ZAR 39 980
Inside back cover: ZAR 59 980
Back cover: ZAR 59 980
Editor’s spot: ZAR 59 980

Cell: 067 728 7338
Email: editor@csrnewssa.co.za
Website: www.csrnewssa.co.za
Stories: journalist@csrnewssa.co.za
Sales: sales@csrnewssa.co.za

SALES DIVISION

OK, HOW MUCH? 


